This right here; is as real as it gets, It’s time to wake up
American, Church, sinner, whoever. You really want to know
what I see? Do you really want to know what goes on in my
mind when it comes to the degradation of the Church? Well
here it is. This will be my final article more than likely for a
very long time, perhaps ever on this site. I will not hold back
any punches; I’m just going to tell it like it is. There’s a lot
that your beloved House of Prayer is not telling you and that
they won’t tell you for obvious reasons.
And at this point if you’ve read everything else on this site,
and yet still stay unconvinced…..it ends here. You will find no
sugar to coat your conscience after this. If this doesn’t shake
your foundation enough to get up and go, then I really feel
sorry for you, but your stuckied. At this point, if you’re still a
member reading this, I’m letting you know it may be your last
chance to rally up some courage and leave.

If you have continually avoided making a stand, then I hope
it’s because you’ve been on your knees praying. That version
of salvation, sanctification, righteousness that we had over
there, is now void and obsolete. It never has and never will
work, so help you God if you should continue to evade your
chance to leave.
So you think you have this church thing all figured out? Well
so did I for a while, until I realized I was wrong. What I
thought was Christ like, and pleasing to God, in actuality was
a stumbling block to others and a hand brake on their
spirituality. What I saw then, and realize now is completely
different, but now it’s your turn to see the true level of
corruption in the (so called) Christian ranks. Things that
were hidden from your eyes, will now be revealed. Things
that you often just wondered about, but never was concerned
enough to follow through with; I’m about to share them with
you right here and right now.

What’s better than the truth?
It all started when we were all sinners, people looking to fit in,
change and for some, it was just doing something different.
Some came for the food, some for the fellowship, some for the
females, but others truly did want Christ. But now these days,
being a sinner seems to be a better choice; at least when
you’ve compared it to a certain church.

I’m not insinuating that we should renounce Christ, and go
back to our former selves, but what do we do after leaving a
church? If going to church took away your desire to live,
then where to next? And for the record, I have not left Christ,
nor do I even intend on doing so, neither do I suggest anyone
embark upon such things.
You know it’s funny; Christians leave off from being a sinner
because they want the “Truth,” but sinners leave off from
being a Christian because they want the “Truth.” Now, with
the sinner being a liar and the Christian not far behind,
someone please tell me what does anyone do? If you find
more enjoyment in the club snorting cocaine in a secluded
darkened booth than you do getting up and going to service
Sunday morning, something is seriously wrong. One would
think the problems is with the person that has been given to
riotous living versus the church itself; let me assure you, that’s
not always the case as we have both seen and experienced
firsthand.
There have been a lot of people who have walked through
those doors looking for some kind of remedy/reality but they
found none that would last. The church was never meant to
be a revolving door such as those found in banks (that can
stop, lock and trap you in, or continue spinning to let you
out). It’s just not normal for a person to fall in love with Jesus,

then completely abandon everything that God tried to do in
their life. So then why are so many who leave HOPCC doing
so?
This is not the article I would write if I was trying to make a
bunch of people feel good about the poor decisions they have
made concerning their Christianity. I realize that some of the
things we did in HOPCC were tolerable but others just plain
stupid. Oh the years that we allowed them to rake us over
the coals and treat us however they wanted. Yes, we allowed
them to do it, but it came at a massive price. And although
none of us could accurately predict the future then….we’re
now living in it.

What manner of man are you?
While we were busy allowing ourselves to be flattered at these
self-proclaimed overseers, they were busy probing, trying to
find or created new weaknesses that they could exploit. They
made the members as incapable lambs who stood no chance
at life outside of the doors of their mighty church.
We were as children to them, children who needed constant
pushing and urging in the “Right” direction. To them, our
ways were insufficient, and to even think out loud meant a
sure sign of rebellion. Our ideas…What’s that? And do you

think for a second that of all of these things that took place;
none of it would leave a lasting impression? Think again!
I’ve got news for you, in actuality you were more capable than
you thought. But since you never even knew it yourself, you
just went along with it. But I’m going to tell you how it all
ends for your precious Holiness Christianity. I really don’t
know what it is about these so called Holiness churches that
make them so right and the rest of the world so wrong. I can
somewhat understand if they feel as though they are better
than the sinner, but to include being better than every church
on Gods green planet is a bit of an overstatement. These
people act as if they just can’t do any wrong, no matter what;
when deep inside they know they long to be someone else,
doing something else and living somewhere else.

Why are you so downcast?
From What I have seen, Christians are the most unresolved
people on this planet. They/we always associate “A time of
waiting,” with (on) God. But this is not necessarily always
true, because many times the one we are really waiting on is
the leadership. I got news for you; you’re going to be waiting
a very long time. This is why so many go to church for years
and just up and quit; because it’s not worth it to them. We’ve
been taught that a Christian ought not get caught up in
keeping up with the Jones’ and that we have a mansion

waiting in heaven; that is, if we make it there ourselves. The
real truth is this; that most Christians have been slated to
prosper a long time ago, but never did. And the reason they
never did is because of the poorly built, anemic clergy
structure of the church they attended.

Who cares about anyone else?
The pastors just looked out for themselves and continued to
build bigger barns for names sake. And don’t let the “Full
gospel” title over the door “Fool” you into believing it’s
automatically related to “Gods spirit,” cause in many cases it’s
not.
If places like HOPCC only knew the true extent of their
fiendish ways, this alone would put the fear of God back in
them. See, it’s like this; people are more than just “Hurting,”
oh no, we’ve gone way beyond that. People are literally being
destroyed from the inside out. Dead man’s bones that will in
many cases never rise again, but will end up being swept away
in the wind after they dry to powder.
Denis and others like him flaunt that fact that so many people
get messed up when they leave “Their” church. And they try
to equate it to the fact that they left off serving God, but
mostly it’s cause they left off from their cultish ways. When

people go to church for years, their Christians, but the
moment they leave, their replaceable, ungodly, unwilling,
proud, homosexuals, who never wanted anything to do with
God in the first place. If you believe that, then you’re just as
dumb and naive as the rest of them. Yes I said “Dumb,’”
cause you can’t even tell the difference between right and
wrong.
Correct me if I’m wrong but isn’t that the basis of our
Christianity? We are supposed to be able to draw the
distinction between the two, and with the help Christ, make a
sane, reasonable, decision. When someone keeps telling you to
make, “Dumb” decisions, and you just say, “OK, yes sir,” then
what does that make you? Oh, but we have discernment of
spirits? Yea right!

What’s your excuse?
If people would really implement God into their life on a daily
basis, then they would see what their involved in. I noticed it
for years, but yet kept my mouth shut; does this mean I was
dumb also, absolutely, “Dumb and numb.” But back then
there was no exclusive web site on HOPCC, there was no one
who would stand in the gap for the people, therefore we just
stayed as (Pilkington put it) “Dumb sheep.”

So know what is the excuse for staying in such a place?
That’s just it, there isn’t one. People like myself went through
this unfortunate trash for years so that others don’t have to. I
realize most of the HOPCC members are just “Stuck” there,
maybe for life, but maybe, just maybe some of the newer
members will read this and realize just what their getting
themselves into.
There’s just something strange about a place you can come to,
but never allowed to leave. God is not happy with his people
being like this. We’re supposed to be reaching the world, but
instead we’re reaching for the TV remote to change the
channel. My, my, where are all the real Christians? Did you
know, most churches are started from people who wanted
their own tailor made rendition of the gospel?

Now look what you’ve done.
For years we found fault with the Baptist, Oneness,
Charismatic….but as fate would have it, these are the churches
that the once upon a time “Holiness” preachers and members
end up going to once they get rejected. Maybe not by choice
but by default cause that’s all that’s available. And I’m not all
too sure that they are as wrong as we previously thought they
were. When someone says something about other church

groups they’ve never been to, and you actually go to one of
those churches; you find that everything wasn’t entirely true.
It’s shocking to note, so many start off wearing the dresses
and suits but end up in shorts and tank tops. They go from
no makeup and earrings to more makeup and earrings, but
why? I mean this was taught for years, that a woman should
be shamefaced, and not wear pants. So why the change after
leaving HOPCC? Was it because you were being forced? Or
was it because you never believed it was needful to begin
with?
I personally think those people said; enough of this nonsense, I
can do these others things and still be a Christian. Now here’s
the interesting part; these same people, as a whole, are much
happier, financially set, then they ever were in a Holiness
church. I think someone is missing something, but who?
Hmm, things to ponder.
Through my years of Christianity, I always wondered why
everyone didn’t want what I have. I was saved and filled with
the Holy Ghost at a young age, and there can be no question
or debate as to the validity of my new life as a born again
Christian. In the many years I served under a pastor, I’ve
learned a lot of things, mostly church related, but also some
general life lessons. Through it all, I’d like to say I trusted in
Jesus, but that wouldn’t be completely true. There were times
when God and others believed in me more than I believed in

myself. As a tender young Christian back in 1992, I would
have never thought my life would have turned out this way 20
years later. Truly I went wrong somewhere and surely I didn’t
do something right along the way. All of this must have been
my fault.

I sought for something
But found nothing
In Paul’s day it was a religious persecution (that was done
many times out of ignorance) of the church. But in our day,
it’s a religious crisis. People go to their perspective church for
years and never quite find the spiritual healing that they have
sought after, and the end result (from what I’ve seen) is all
those who have sought to become better, only grew worse.
IMO the saddest people on this planet are psychologically and
spiritually abused Christians, especially those who got saved at
a young age, and got dragged into their parents form of
religion. Parents, if your religion causes you nothing but heart
ache, then why would you pass that same fate onto your
children?
Sadly I’ve come to recently learn that some of my fellow
brothers in Christ are no more, in fact they have become
atheist. Yes, that does go quite a bit beyond “Non believer”
status. But what made them like this after 10-15 years in the

ministry? Now I haven’t talked to any of them, but I would
imagine since they went to the same church I did, and
knowing how smelly that garbage was, I’m quite certain as to
the reason for their total change of heart. What a shame, that
a person who once loved the Lord would turn away from God.
But in all honesty, I can’t blame them, because I myself was
fighting the same thing for some time when we got kicked out
the church.
Let me tell you, there is nothing that can prepare you for such
things, therefore it is my hope and prayer that whoever you
are out there, should you stumble onto this document, just
remember that God is real. In all honesty the only thing that
kept me going was that fact that I remembered his presence,
healing and ability to genuinely save me. If I didn’t have my
past experienced to draw upon, then no telling what would
have happened. This is serious stuff, but as I said, this is
going to be as real as it gets.

Where did they
Get that from?
Now I’ve seen my share of choir dictators, I mean directors
and it’s no wonder people don’t want to sing in the church for
the Lord anymore. Always being told their proud, forced to
sing songs they’ve never heard before and rebuked for not

knowing their part in just two days. I dare someone to say
this kind of junk doesn’t go on way too often in church.
Now I know you’ve seen this next thing in HOPCC, especially
at the Killeen church. But they have several brothers who can
play the drums well, but yet the pastor is too busy penalizing
them, preventing them from playing. So instead, he gets one
of the worst players you’ve ever heard in your life. Stupidity
seems to run deep in the HOPCC pulpits. Now why would
you have that brother mess up the service like that? Just so
you can feel like you’re in charge?
Oh this gets worse; then they couple that scrub of a drum
player with an untalented, unspiritual, unlearned sister playing
the piano. I marveled at this one for years, but the pastor
insisted that they needed to mess up so they wouldn’t be
proud. Sounds like a set up to me; sounds like someone was
rejoicing at the expense of others failures. I’ve got two words
for this one; “Sick” and “Twisted.” That’s just not normal
pastoral behavior. Paul didn’t set Timothy up on purpose. He
didn’t hire Pharisees just to challenge him. He didn’t put the
brothers in the church up against him. He didn’t mention to
Timothy, “You’re proud,” every chance that he got. So my
question is, why, I mean where do these so called pastors get
that from?
We know that in this world we shall have tribulations; but do
they all have to come from the pastor and his wife? Why

can’t we just let God be true, and everything else that is not
of Him, be a lie?
Christian means what?
There was a time when the word “Christian” really did mean
“Christ like,” And believe me you, there was a time when I
wouldn’t let anyone debate about it; but now I’m not so sure.
Modern day “Christianity” has seemingly turned into
“Insanity.” Yes the bible lets us know that we are a strange
and peculiar people, this was already foretold, and it’s true.
When a sinner or even another Christian sees a true saint,
there’s just something about them that sets them apart. The
sinner might say; “Their different,” and the Christian might
say, “He or she is a man or woman of God.
I’ve been around a lot of people who say they are Christians,
however their life speaks a few sentences instead of volumes.
This is not my finding fault with anyone in particular, but the
bible does say something about knowing a saint (tree) by the
fruit that they bare. But this also presents a problem because
those who have decided NOT to bear fruit should be in fact
hewn down. In other words, make room for someone who is
willing to blossom.
Some stayed on the verge of really blossoming into something
beautiful, but they gave up on Christianity and turned to the
pleasures of this life. Not necessarily did they just become a

“Rot gut sinner,” going out doing all of the latest assortments
if vileness, but they left off “Loving” their “True love.”
Enough is enough already!
Enough of telling the members that so and so left because
they were never really of us. Now if the person who brought
you to church leaves, I think you better find out why. But
unfortunately most will just believe what their lying pastor
says (Prayer force disqualified) and leave it alone. Just how
many of your friends do you plan on watching walk out the
door after being accused of some fallacy? How long will you
stand there with your hands in your pocket, twiddling your
thumbs as one after another, soul winning partner after soul
winning partner gets rejected? Out of all the people you’ve
invited through the years, how many are actually there years
later? Some have literally invited hundreds of people to their
church in just one year, but where are they now? Some are
stuck with you, while others wanted nothing to do with it to
begin with in the first place, but you tricked them into
attending. Then you begged them to return, only to be
rebuked, and made fun of. Some church you’ve got there!
If it sounds like I’m talking to current members, I am, because
they, just like many others, still sneak on here. Some can’t
wait for the next article to show up, just to find out what I
have to say. Some are waiting to print it out and give to
Denis, and some are still debating on leaving or staying. I

assure you that Denis can’t wait till this site shuts down for
good and one day it will, but woe to you if you stood gazing
as the opportunity to be set free passed you by.
Hey, let me tell you, when we left, there was no web site, no
fellowship, help, we had to fend for ourselves. But now there
are more people aware of what’s going on and they are
praying for liberation on a daily basis for God to set the
captives free.
This is really starting to bother me because not only have we
allowed Christianity to become a fraud, we were also
participants in it. And now that I have showed you the end
result of falsified Christianity, doctrinal disputations and the
like, what will you do with it? Some have allowed this site to
become as a sitcom television program, in other words, they
tune in on a daily basis just to find out what’s new. That’s
fine and dandy, but what are you doing with this information
that I have painstakingly planted? What indeed have you come
to see? Is this site just “Neat” or “Interesting” to you? Or are
you starting to really see the need for vindication? Some have
loved ones still in HOPCC, and they know that they should
leave, but what’s the wait?
I have peace with the fact that the majority of HOPCC veteran
Christians (those who have been there since the conception)
will never leave, and really truthfully, I’m not sure that they
can leave. Denis has some of the people in so deep that in

order for them to leave, they would have to literally file for
bankruptcy, give their vehicle, house back to the church, move
away, change their phone number (and possibly identity) and
start all over. But herein lies the problem; you can never just
“Start over.” The acclimation process is a long one (as those of
you who already left have experienced) and it will take time
for things to smooth over; some longer than others depending
on their current financial situation and mental disposition.

At least say something!
Call it what you want, but I find it to be very disheartening
when previous HOPCC members leave the church, but yet
won’t even tell current members like it is when they see them.
My goodness at least give them the site (that helped deliver
you from bondage.)
Some still live in the same area as these churches or stay in
contact secretly with the members. But when they approach
you, why don’t you say something to them about the truth,
instead of allowing them to badger you to death; telling you to
come back, and stop listening to Rev. Bowers because the
whole site is a lie. I wonder how many opportunities we have
missed to talk some sense into people.

I understand that we all need to move on with our lives, but
what most do is move away from their Christian roots, and
plant them in the world. All of the years of prayer, bible
reading, time and energy spent, and for what? I’m not
throwing in the towel on Christianity, God, bible, no sir
because it’s by His grace that we are saved. If you let HOPCC
take your salvation, then you need to get it back; no questions
asked. They sapped us dry of every good thing that we had
over there, but God still knows how to replenish (only if we
allow Him to).
I understand we get tired of fighting, but at what cost? In
case you haven’t noticed, being a Christian always has been
and always will be a fight. The spiritual warfare never sleeps,
and the Devil (by the look of things) has been putting in some
overtime to capture some Christian prizes.

Where are they now?
So what did really happen to all of those Christians who left
the church? I assure you that I don’t know, but let me say
this; many are church/God hating individuals who want
nothing more to do with religion, or their swiftly going there.
A natural HOPCC pastoral response to that question would
be, “Oh they never wanted God to begin with.” So you mean
to tell me that after leaving the “Other” church at the split,

staying in HOPCC for some years, inviting hundreds of people
to church….they just didn’t want God to begin with? If you
believe that mess, you really are a mess.
Why did they leave? Well some were thrown out, some had
their families turned against, then stripped away from them,
some were so deeply involved that they were trapped either
way you look at it and others just plain and simple; HAD
ENOUGH! After leaving the church, some of the pastors have
actually continued to evangelize and preach and some of the
members have continued forward in their Christian journey,
some….well they aren’t sure yet.

What’s REALLY going on?
HOPCC and churches like them have done nothing but create
a gigantic mess, a mess so disastrously out of control and epic
proportion that it seems impossible to comprehend or remedy.
This is not something that people are aware of, so, I feel it is
my duty to make you aware of it. I wrote (many articles ago)
how that we see what’s “Going on,” but in actuality it’s just
the surface. What we need to see is what’s “REALLY!” going
on under the surface, in the well hidden areas. That is to say,
don’t give me some cockamamie explanation and your
watered-down reasoning as to why you can’t really share the
truth about what’s happened.

If you’ve known a brother for 8 years, and the pastors tells
you he is no longer welcome at the church because he’s gay,
then why don’t you question that? If it is true, then why
don’t you ask him to get his side of the story and then make a
sane decision based on facts and God, not hearsay and cover
up?
God is not “One sided,” he allows us to state our case, repent,
and get an understanding of what is and isn’t required of us.
So if you just go off of what someone else’s says about
another person without getting proof, then you are missing a
lot of something in your Christianity.
Question, is it the person or what happened to the person
that made them quit? Was in fact their lack due to the
ridiculous nature of things that had gone on for years
unchecked? It gets quite quiet when people quit; not a
profound peep or sound is made all around. Everyone has
zippers put in place of their lips when it comes to discussing
“What really happened.”
Everyone over there always acted as if they had the spirit of
discernment, whatever! But you know, it’s actually easier to
believe that now because as long as they just keep saying
“There’s an evil spirit here,” they’ll be correct.

You can always tell when something is amiss; when someone
just disappears after spending years of dedication without the
slightest inkling of their whereabouts and reason for leaving.
Well let’s go behind the scenes to find out what really took
place: The pastor had been busy brow beating this person
into submission for possibly years, and now it had finally
gotten to the point of a volcanic eruption. And if you think
that these pastors don’t have certain individuals that they like
and others that they could care even less about (because we
all know even the best of lackeys is just average), then think
again. Come on you’ve seen it too, you were probably one of
those “Go to” brothers or sisters that the pastor could confide
in. Anyway, the time had finally come for that brother to
make a decision; leave his family and the church, or die there
with the others. As farfetched as this may seem, I guarantee
its closer to home than you think or care to admit. We don’t
know half of the quarrels that these pastors created with
many members just for the sake of coveting their wife, house,
or money. Don’t worry, it’s not really hidden, it will all come
out at Gods judgment throne. Hide that!

Running for or from Jesus!
I mean seriously, how many people have to be run off before
someone realizes “This is not of God.” How many have to be

trampled underfoot before someone reaches in to pull them to
protection? (Fake) Christianity has so many gazers and
spectator’s that it’s pathetic. Always trying to help those who
don’t want help; chasing them down to the ends of the earth,
and calling them nonstop just to hear, No! But yet, their own
families, wellbeing and salvation perish. How can you still call
yourself a Christian after you totally failed to reach your own
wife and children and the people in your own house are the
furthest thing from righteous. Just remember this; “Fake
Christians don’t go to a fake heaven.”

What do you want to be
When you grow up?
I’ve had many conversations with PK’s (preacher’s kids)
throughout the years, some from the same church and others
from work or an invitation to service. And why is it that they
all seem to have the same story? “I was forced to go to
church when I was younger, so when I got older, I left off
from “Serving God.” Someone along the way didn’t quite get
the gist of Christianity, and I’m not talking about the child
either.
So many have watched their parents struggle and rot away,
that they just say, forget this mess, I’m outa here. Many times
the most rebellious of children are those from church families;

but why is that? What was it that they saw that turned their
stomach? I’m not getting into all this, but if you did some
research on movie stars, singer and musician of the world, you
will find that they had roots in church, to be more precise
“Pentecostal.”
I guess parents in HOPCC still seem to think that their sons
will grow up to be preachers, evangelist, and pastors, and that
their daughters will grow up to be submissive “Preachers
wives.” No, not quite, it’s more like; their sons will leave the
church when they grow up unless they find an inexperienced
teenage bride who just wants to be married to get out of
working at Burger King. And if they stay, then who are they
going to emulate if they become a man of the moth eaten
cloth?
As for their daughters, we know their runners. As soon as
they turn 15-16 years old, the “lord” will have them set up with
a boyfriend that they will marry just as soon as they ship her
parents off to another church. If you even think that half of
these so called Christian children are even saved, think again.
Though some have more potential than others when it comes
to sincerity, the end result is all the same, especially if they
have fallen under the jurisdiction and tutelage of Denis
himself. I won’t even go into the list of young ladies who tried
to make an unsuccessful run for it. Actually, not all of them
were that young, some were older and pastor’s wife’s.

Oh, and if they refuse such advancements, and urges to get
married, they will not hesitate to leave at the first opportunity
they see. Give that “Daughter of Zion” a chance to leave and
she’ll be a “Daughter of Scion” as you watch her leave in her
tight jeans and low cut shirt. “See, I told you she was a
sinner!” Actually it should be; “See I told you she just got sick
and tired of you telling her to get saved, all while you fussed
and fought with one another she was watching.”
If I were your child all I heard was grumbling and
complaining, fussing and fighting when we got home, no free
time, no play time, no this and no that…..I’d leave too. Think
about that child, you’ve withheld everything from them (just
like your pastor did to you) and now you expect them to be
compliant and obedient? They watched your impersonation of
a Christian (with false hope and indecisiveness), as a result
they concluded the world had more to offer. If this is a reality
for the children, then what goes on in the mind of a preacher
who left the church or a member with a failed marriage?
A lot of ex-members need an unprecedented amount of help
to get back to God, and the truth is, some will not make it.
But the truth also is, the longer you stay in HOPCC, the more
apt you are to fail miserable and or give up completely on
your salvation down the road. After all, if you’ve been let
down by the church, then who do you trust? What do you
trust? I find it easier to just trust myself, wife, God and no

one else. But I can’t stay that way forever, and neither can
you.

They failed us
Nothing is the ever the same anymore; the way you view and
say things will be different. After you have seen the holes in
“Holiness” living; and there are a lot of them, your options
grow even smaller. Personally speaking, I’ve actually grown
tired of these types of makeshift churches because they do
nothing but hurt people, and enlarge hell in the process. My
goodness, enough is enough; if you’re going to serve God, then
let Him be true, and if not, then stop dragging others to your
pit in hellfire and brimstone.
We don’t want your reservations, keep them for yourself, you
made them and now stop trying to pawn them off on
someone else. Making Christians two fold the child of hell, no
it didn’t stop there, HOPCC had to make some 3-4 and even 5
times the children of hell; just taking away all of their
Christianity, stomping out all of the fire they would have had
for God. Leaving them smoldering wasn’t enough, so out
came the bucket of water to douse out every ounce of life that
was left. But you’re a Christian huh? If this is what pastors
are supposed to do, if this is what you call, “Tending the

flock,” then just toss me into the smoldering hot ground with
the devil because I’m not going to make it.

When did you need my help?
And when all hope was lost that the men wouldn’t be rescued,
HOPCC proved that they wouldn’t be and did everything in
their power to capsize them so that any hope of survival
would be immediately diminished. There’s just something
about going to church, hearing the scriptures, then leaving
feeling unfulfilled. That’s like the worst feeling on the planet;
knowing you’re in a place that should have been a refuge, but
can’t even find a life raft after the things of life have come
crashing down on you. It’s like giving a life vest to the person
who can swim and telling the person who can’t swim to just
tread water.
If you really want to know what’s up, let me tell you; it is the
pestors desire for you to be completely dependent upon him,
and if this means you stay struggling with certain sins, then so
be it. If everyone were to actually get saved, have the Holy
Ghost, and love one another, the pestors would have nothing
to do; they’d be out of a job for sure. But because of the set
up in the church, sinfulness is more prevalent than
righteousness, therefore would be Christians stay stumped in a

slump of despair and anguish. Oh I know, I make it sound so
unpleasant….well it is!
That’s just like HOPCC’s protection service; hide all the
pastors dirty little (sometimes big) secret sins and blast the
member who’s trying their heart out to repent and stay right.
Children, didn’t your parent’s ever teach you not to talk to
strangers? Events in HOP continually get stranger and
stranger as they run out of things to say when covering up
their lies, lifestyles and true motives.

Why’d we stay anyway?
Will someone please tell me what was so “Great” about being
a member in that church? What was it that kept us going
there? Or maybe I should rephrase that; who was it that kept
us going there? If there’s one thing I give them pastors credit
for its knowing how to manipulate people by using the
scripture, no one did it better than them. We were down and
out, stressed and depressed, but yet we continued marching
on.
And I’m not talking to you if you’re new there and reading
this, because you more than likely will not see what’s going on
(but that’s why I have plenty of other things for you to read
and listen to). I mean, after the newness of going to church

for the first time wears off, what’s left? I’d be the first to
admit, we had some good fellowship; but even that was soured
when the members went back and told the pastor everything,
as they worked hard to take all that was said out of context.
For real, fellowship was good though, that is, when the pastor
wasn’t around to spoil it with his highfalutin attitude and Mr.
know it all, seen it all, “All praise me”….anyway, you get the
picture.
I do know what was good about the church though, when my
wife cooked on Fridays, Yum! Also, when she made a “Home
Made” dessert instead of that 3 times defrosted food bank
cake (frozen at the store, thawed at the food bank, frozen at
the food bank, thawed at the church, frozen at the church,
thawed, then served to you). Mmm, good!

Just come to church….
For what?
When I was younger, I knew that finding Jesus was the key to
salvation and a life changing experience. And although I still
100% believe that, I really don’t think as many people who
used to believe, still do. It’s a bit out of control when a
Christian can’t even convince an alcoholic that “Being a
Christian is better.” The fact of the matter is, there are a lot
of people who don’t believe that anymore. Gee I wonder why.

Church used to be a “Family” oriented place, a place of
spiritual growth. And now, about the only thing growing is
the amount of money Denis and others are putting in their
pocket books. Oh yes, they try to act like they care and have
your best interest at heart….but they don’t.
Here’s a sure sign your church has lost the goods; when you
have to “Beg” people just to come to one service, and promise
them a home cooked meal if they stay the weekend in the
“Home.” You know it’s getting bad when a contact would
rather stay home and play Nintendo that evening instead of go
to church. If your contact always promises you he or she will
be in their room when you come by to pick them up for
service, and they aren’t; that should tell you something. BACK
OFF!
In you little peanut brain, you might think everyone wants to
be a slave just like you, but they don’t. And just because their
in the military, doesn’t mean they want someone telling them
what to do after hours also.
When will people learn: YOU CAN’T FORCE ANYONE TO BE
A CHIRSTIAN, AND YOU CAN’T MAKE THEM “STOP
SINNING.”

